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The new Parliament 

The Conservative party's announced pensions policies for the new Parliament are as 
follows: 

 The lifetime allowance will be reduced from £1.25 million to £1 million from April 2016.  
Fixed protection and individual protection are expected to be available, to give 
affected individuals options for cushioning the impact.  From April 2018, the lifetime 
allowance will be increased annually in line with CPI increases.  (See WHiP Issue 
51.) 

 The annual allowance (normally £40,000) will be reduced by 50p for every £1 of an 
individual's income between £150,000 and £210,000 pa.  So those earning £210,000 
pa or more will have an annual allowance of just £10,000. 

 The state pension increase "triple lock" (ie, the highest of the annual percentage 
increase in the Consumer Prices Index (CPI), the annual percentage increase in 
national average earnings, and 2.5% pa) will continue to apply.  (This was the only 
pensions policy mentioned in the Queen's Speech.) 

 Individuals will be able to sell their rights to annuity income (see WHiP Issue 51). 

 There will be further action on fees and charges, including a review of annuity and 
drawdown products. 

More detail of some of the above policies may be announced at the Summer Budget on 8 
July 2015. 

Dr Ros Altmann has been appointed Pensions Minister and will sit in the House of Lords.  
Iain Duncan Smith retains his position as Secretary of State for Work and Pensions. 

 

Scheme funding 

Pensions Regulator: annual funding statement 

The Pensions Regulator has published its 2015 annual funding statement and two 
documents containing analysis.  The statement is relevant to all DB schemes but is 
primarily aimed at those undertaking valuations with effective dates between 22 
September 2014 and 21 September 2015 (known as "tranche 10"). 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The Queen's Speech: 
https://www.gov.uk/government/speec
hes/queens-speech-2015 

Government briefing paper (see page 
44): 
https://www.gov.uk/government/public
ations/queens-speech-2015-
background-briefing-notes  

Press release: 
http://www.thepensionsregulator.gov.u
k/press/pn15-23.aspx 
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The statement acknowledges that many such schemes are likely to experience larger 
deficits than at their last triennial valuation, due particularly to low interest rates and falling 
gilt yields.  That means that most schemes are expected to see increased employer 
contributions and/or longer recovery periods. 

There are no surprises in the statement: its messages are very much in line with the 
Regulator's code of practice on DB scheme funding, published last year.  There are no 
changes to the regulatory and enforcement policy also published last year.  (See WHiP 
Issue 47 for details of the code and policy.)  

The accompanying press release summarises two key messages as follows: 

"Schemes with capacity to take additional risks should be able to address higher 
deficits through appropriate changes to their funding strategy – such as a modest 
extension to their recovery plans, a modest increase in deficit repair contributions 
and/or changing their assumptions relating to investment returns. 

Other schemes with less capacity to take risk should seek higher contributions 
with a view to maintaining the same recovery plan end date – where this is 
affordable to the sponsor without adversely impacting its plans for sustainable 
growth.  Where constrained affordability results in lower deficit recovery 
contributions than trustees think the scheme needs, they should maintain a higher 
level of due diligence and put in place strategies for managing the risks to the 
scheme." 

In the coming months, the Regulator is planning to publish practical guidance on assessing 
the employer covenant, an integrated approach to managing risk, and setting an 
investment strategy. 

EIOPA solvency work 

EIOPA has launched a stress test for IORPs, including UK occupational pension schemes 
and schemes in 16 other EU countries, to assess resilience to adverse market scenarios 
and a longevity scenario.  This covers both DB and DC schemes.  It has also launched a 
quantitative assessment looking at potential uses of the "holistic balance sheet" (see WHiP 
Issue 49) within an EU-wide supervisory framework.   

The Pensions Regulator has selected the UK schemes to be assessed.  Both of the above 
assessments are being run on the same schemes in parallel, ending on 10 August 2015.  

These assessments will inform EIOPA's advice to the European Commission on potential 
EU solvency rules for IORPs, which is expected to be given in March 2016. 

 

DC pension flexibilities: communicating with members 

The Pensions Regulator has finalised its "Essential guide to communicating with members 
about pensions flexibilities" which covers, among other things, the so-called "second line of 
defence" generic risk warnings that the Regulator encourages trustees to give to members 
with DC or cash balance benefits who are approaching retirement.  There are few changes 
from the earlier draft (see WHiP Issue 51).   

The guide now refers to a new Money Advice Service leaflet ("Your pension: it's time to 
choose") on the new flexible options.  This is the guidance approved by the Regulator that 
must be referred to when giving information to members who have access to money 
purchase or cash balance benefits and request information about their options (or who tell 
the trustees that they have decided what they will do with their benefits).  

Please see WHiP Issue 51 for more detail of the information requirements.  Our briefing 
notes "DC decumulation changes" and "Transfer changes" also provide useful 

background. 

 

DC scheme returns: new questions 

The Pensions Regulator has updated its scheme return form for DC schemes in the light of 
the new DC charges and governance legislation.  The form now: 

 requires schemes affected by the charges cap regulations to say whether or not they 
have complied with the requirements (see question 9); and 

 requires schemes to say whether or not they are subject to the requirement for a 
trustee chair and, if so, to give his or her name (see questions 10.2 and 10.8). 

Changes to question 19 are designed to alert the Regulator to whether the scheme is 
subject to the charges cap legislation. 

See our briefing note "DC charges and governance" for details of the new legislative 

requirements. 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Press release: 
https://eiopa.europa.eu/Pages/News/EI
OPA-launches-pensions-stress-test-
and-quantitative-assessment-on-
solvency-for-occupational-pension-
funds.aspx 

TPR guide: 
http://www.thepensionsregulator.gov.u
k/trustees/communicating-about-
pension-flexibilities.aspx 

Money Advice Service leaflet: 
http://comfy.moneyadviceservice.org.u
k/system/comfy/cms/files/files/000/000/
052/original/MAS-A5-YPITTC-ONLINE-
APRIL-2015-3.pdf 

Press release: 
http://www.thepensionsregulator.gov.u
k/press/pn15-26.aspx 
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Negative inflation 

The annual Consumer Prices Index (CPI) inflation rate was -0.1% in April 2015.  The rate 
returned to a positive number, +0.1%, for the year to May 2015 but the index needs to 
climb very slightly higher over the next four months if we are to avoid a negative rate for 
the year to September.  (The May 2015 index is 128.2; as at September 2014 it was 
128.4.)  A fall in the index over the year to September raises particular issues for many 
pension schemes. 

 

Employer duties: Bradbury case 

The High Court has upheld the Pensions Ombudsman's determination in which he rejected 
Mr Bradbury's complaint against the BBC (see WHiP Issue 44) of alleged breaches of its 

implied duties of good faith and trust and confidence.  The Court agreed with the 
Ombudsman that the BBC did not breach those duties when it contractually effected a 1% 
cap on pensionable pay increases. 

In 2011, the BBC decided, in agreement with trade unions, to impose a 1% cap on final 
pensionable salary increases each year.  It gave final salary members the option to avoid 
the cap by joining a new career average section or a separate DC scheme.  No rule 
amendment was made to implement the cap.  Rather, pay rises were offered to final salary 
members on the basis that, if accepted, only a 1% increase would be pensionable.   

In May 2012, the High Court had rejected other arguments raised by Mr Bradbury (see 
WHiP Issue 34), including that the agreement to surrender benefits was invalid under 

section 91 of the Pensions Act 1995.  These new proceedings considered only issues 
around the employer's implied duties toward scheme members. 

Mr Bradbury's counsel argued that the Ombudsman had considered the employer duties 
wrongly, including that he had only considered each of the BBC's actions separately when 
he should also have considered them all as a whole. 

The judge (Warren J) held as follows: 

 The evidence did not point to any "reasonable expectation" of fully pensionable pay 
rises held by Mr Bradbury, and certainly none engendered by the BBC.  In the IBM 
case, the same judge had applied this test (see WHiP Issue 46) but the operation of 

the test in that case was widely criticised. 

 The Pensions Ombudsman was entitled to determine that there had not been improper 
coercion of employees to accept the pensionable pay cap. 

 The Ombudsman was right to reject the argument that the BBC had a collateral 
purpose in making the changes (ie, it was claimed, to remove an incentive for older 
workers to stay at the BBC).  Apart from late evidence, which did no more than raise 
the possibility of there being another benefit of the pensionable pay cap, there was no 
evidence of any collateral purpose. 

 The Ombudsman was entitled to decide that the BBC's consultation exercise did not 
breach the implied duties, although his reasoning had been sparse. 

 Although none of the arguments above had succeeded, it could still be the case that 
the BBC's overall conduct could be in breach of the implied duties.  However, for an 
action to be assessed for this purpose, it must be of a character which is potentially 
capable of giving rise to a breach.  Here, the BBC's overall conduct did not give rise to 
a breach. 

 

Olympic Airlines: Supreme Court decision on PPF entry 

The Supreme Court has upheld the decision of the Court of Appeal (see WHiP Issue 40) 

that Olympic Airlines' UK presence could not be wound up by a UK court order.  This 
means that the Olympic Airlines UK pension scheme did not qualify for entry into the 
Pension Protection Fund after its overseas sponsoring employer became insolvent. 

Olympic Airlines SA, a Greek registered company which directly employed the group's UK 
workers, was placed in liquidation in Greece in October 2009.  The Greek liquidation did 
not trigger a PPF assessment period because foreign liquidation proceedings do not count 
as "qualifying insolvency events" under the Pensions Act 2004.  The trustees of Olympic's 
UK pension scheme therefore applied to the UK court for a winding-up order in respect of 
its UK presence. 

The Supreme Court upheld the Court of Appeal's decision that: 

 On 20 July 2010, when these proceedings began, the company did not have an 
establishment or economic activity in the UK because (a) it had only two ad hoc 

 
 
 
 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

ONS website: 
http://www.ons.gov.uk/ons/taxonomy/i
ndex.html?nscl=Consumer+Price+Indi
ces 

Case report: 
http://www.bailii.org/ew/cases/EWHC/C
h/2015/1368.html 

Case report: 
http://www.bailii.org/uk/cases/UKSC/20
15/27.html 
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employees who were engaged in helping the liquidator, (b) it had no assets of any 
value, and (c) all commercial activity had ceased. 

 There was therefore no jurisdiction for a winding-up order to be made in the UK. 

 This meant that scheme members were not protected by the PPF. 

The Government changed the law in 2014 to allow the Olympic scheme (but only that 
scheme) to enter the PPF at that time.  The appeal to the Supreme Court was made by the 
trustees in the hope that success would mean PPF entry with effect from four years earlier. 

This case highlights potential issues for other schemes with any overseas-based employer.  
Trustees of schemes in that position should take advice on how to protect themselves 
against the possibility of an employer insolvency not triggering a PPF assessment period. 

 

Pension scams 

Overseas transfers 

HMRC has temporarily suspended its list of recognised overseas pension schemes 
(ROPS).  This is a list to which pension schemes and providers can refer when they 
receive a member’s request to take a transfer value to an overseas scheme. 

HMRC has discovered that some schemes on the list should not have been, often because 
they allow benefit payments before age 55.  These may be schemes that are used for 
pension scams.  Even if they are not, transfers to them could result in large tax charges.  
HMRC is therefore updating and revising the list, which should return to the HMRC website 
by 1 July 2015. 

The HMRC announcement includes this message for trustees and pension providers: 

“If a scheme is not a QROPS then a transfer to that scheme will not be tax-free. 
 You will need to satisfy yourself that the scheme you are transferring your 
pension to is a QROPS.  As part of your checks you should always confirm with 
the scheme manager of the scheme to which you want to transfer whether that 
scheme meets all of the requirements to be a ROPS, including the Pension Age 
Test, from 6 April 2015 onwards.  Individuals should seek suitable professional 
advice, including from a regulated financial adviser, before transferring their UK 
tax relieved pension savings.” 

Trustees should, where possible, delay making any transfer to an overseas scheme until 
the new ROPS list is published and can be consulted and considered.  If that is not 
possible because a statutory deadline is approaching, specific advice should be taken. 

More Pensions Ombudsman determinations 

The Pensions Ombudsman has published further determinations of complaints involving 
suspected pension liberation scams.  See WHiP Issue 50 and our briefing note "Pension 
liberation: Issues for trustees (an update)" for discussions of earlier decisions.   

Mr Harrison 

Mr Harrison had a Prudential personal pension.  In May 2013, he submitted a request for a 
transfer to the Cheshire Food Services Pension Scheme (the CFSPS), a newly established 
small self-administered scheme.  Following a period of due diligence and communications 
between Prudential and Mr Harrison, Prudential said in November 2013 that they would 
not make the transfer.  They had several causes for concern, including that: 

 Mr Harrison was under age 55; 

 the administrator of the CFSPS was only recently registered as a company; and 

 the CFSPS was only recently registered with HMRC. 

The Pensions Ombudsman analysed Mr Harrison's statutory right to a transfer along the 
lines set out in previous determinations (see WHiP Issue 50).  Broadly, the relevant 

conditions for a statutory transfer right are that the cash equivalent transfer value must be 
used for acquiring "transfer credits" in an occupational pension scheme or rights under a 
personal pension scheme. 

The Ombudsman concluded that the CFSPS was an occupational pension scheme.  
However, he found that Mr Harrison had not received any remuneration from any employer 
connected to the CFSPS and so was not an "earner", with the result that the transfer would 
not be to acquire transfer credits, as defined in the legislation.  Therefore Mr Harrison did 
not have a statutory right for the transfer to be made to the CFSPS. 

Under the terms of the contract with Prudential, however, Mr Harrison had the right to 
direct Prudential to transfer his fund to another registered pension scheme, provided that 
the transfer would not be an unauthorised payment.  The Ombudsman found that these 
conditions were satisfied and therefore Mr Harrison had a contractual right to the transfer 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

HMRC announcement: 
https://www.gov.uk/government/public
ations/list-of-qualifying-recognised-
overseas-pension-schemes-qrops 

Determination: 
https://www.pensions-
ombudsman.org.uk/determinations/201
5/po-3184/prudential-personal-pension-
scheme-the-scheme/ 
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he had requested.  

The Ombudsman directed that within 14 days of Mr Harrison requesting a current value to 
transfer to the CFSPS, Prudential must pay to the CFSPS the higher of: 

 the transfer value as at 31 July 2013 (being the date by which the Ombudsman 
determined that Prudential should have reached the decision that Mr Harrison had a 
contractual right to transfer), plus interest; and 

 the transfer value at the date of payment. 

The key factor here was that the terms of the Prudential policy gave the member a right to 
the transfer requested, even though statute did not.  This was a personal pension but 
occupational pension schemes can include similar terms.  There is often a requirement for 
trustee consent but if that is the case then the trustees must actively consider exercising 
their discretion (as to which, see the Ombudsman's decision in Stobie, summarised in 
WHiP Issue 50). 

Mr Winning 

Mr Winning had personal pensions with both Scottish Widows and Legal & General.  In 
2012, he submitted documentation requesting transfers to the Capita Oak Pension 
Scheme – a scheme that has been involved in a number of pension scam complaints. 

The paperwork submitted to Scottish Widows and Legal & General stated that the scheme 
was an occupational pension scheme registered with HMRC (a registration number was 
quoted) and provided details for Imperial Trustee Services Limited, the administrators of 
the Capita Oak scheme.  The transfers were made in November 2012. 

In March 2014, Mr Winning contacted both Scottish Widows and Legal & General to 
complain that the necessary receiving scheme checks had not been carried out before 
completing the transfer.  He requested payment of sums equal to the transfer values to him 
as redress.  These requests were declined. 

The Ombudsman rejected Mr Winning's complaints against the transferring schemes, in 
large part because the Pensions Regulator did not issue guidance to providers about 
pension liberation and pension scams until February 2013.  He determined that the checks 
that Scottish Widows and Legal & General undertook when the transfer requests were 
made in late 2012 were consistent with the legal obligations and good industry practice at 
that time. 

Now, insurers and trustees are expected to make more thorough checks: see our briefing 
note "Pension liberation: issues for trustees". 

Mr Crossland 

The Ombudsman found that it was maladministration for a suspected pension liberation 
scheme, the Henley Retirement Benefit Plan, not to respond to requests by Mr Crossland 
to transfer out his benefits, worth more than £100,000.  The Henley Plan trustee, which did 
not respond to the complaint to the Ombudsman, had previously asserted that it was an 
occupational pension scheme.  It could not, therefore, argue that Mr Crossland has a 
transfer right if the statutory requirements for a transfer from an occupational pension 
scheme are met. 

The Ombudsman ordered the Henley Plan trustee to comply with a valid transfer request 
within 14 days.  He strongly recommended, however, that Mr Crossland take advice from 
an FCA authorised adviser about his choice of receiving scheme.  He had been requesting 
that the Henley Plan transfer his funds to another suspicious scheme, "leaving him 
vulnerable to a repeat of the experience he has already suffered, or worse". 

 

Pensions Regulator: moral hazard activity 

The Pensions Regulator has issued formal reports on two of its contribution notice cases. 

Carrington Wire 

The Regulator has determined to issue a contribution notice for £382,136 against an 
individual whose company, Gillico Limited, purchased Carrington Wire in 2010 for £1 from 
a Russian group, Severstal.  As part of the transaction, Mr Williams personally received a 
sum determined by the Regulator as £382,136. 

The sale of the company by Severstal meant that a parent company guarantee in favour of 
the company pension scheme fell away.  The scheme then became wholly reliant on a 
company that had been wound down to the extent that it had no ongoing business and 
only one substantial asset.  The trustees of its underfunded scheme were informed of the 
sale after it had occurred. 

The Regulator had earlier agreed an £8.5 million settlement with two Severstal companies 
based in Russia.  The scheme is expected to enter the Pension Protection Fund even with 
the benefit of this sum and if the contribution notice sum is paid. 
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Desmond & Sons 

The Regulator has agreed not to issue contribution notices to Mr or Mrs Desmond or Mr 
Gordon, former shareholders of Desmond & Sons Limited, following payment of an 
undisclosed sum by Mr Desmond to the scheme (which is in the Financial Assistance 
Scheme). 

The Regulator's action in this case related to the company having been put into members' 
voluntary liquidation at a time when liquidating a company in that way meant that the 
employer debt was calculated on the minimum funding requirement, rather than buyout, 
basis. 

 

Pensions Ombudsman: GAD failure to review commutation factors 

The Pensions Ombudsman has determined that the failure by the Government Actuary's 
Department (GAD) to review commutation factors between 1998 and 2006 under the 
Firefighters' Pension Scheme was maladministration.  He found in favour of Mr Milne, who 
had complained that his pension commencement lump sum was smaller than it otherwise 
would have been. 

The Court of Appeal had previously confirmed that GAD was concerned with the 
administration of the scheme, within the meaning of the Pension Schemes Act 1993, and 
so within the Ombudsman's jurisdiction in relation to this complaint. 

The Ombudsman decided that GAD had (as indicated by the courts in the jurisdiction 
proceedings) an implied statutory obligation to review the commutation factors and should 
not have awaited instructions from the relevant Government department before doing so.  
GAD was directed to inform the scheme administrators of the factors that would have 
applied in 2005 had they been reviewed.  The scheme is not bound by the decision but 
GAD was ordered to pay interest on any additional lump sum that the scheme pays to Mr 
Milne. 

This decision affects other members of various sections of the same scheme and also 
members of the Police Pension Scheme, under which the same issues arise.  The 
Ombudsman's press release says that he hopes other cases will now be dealt with by the 
schemes in the same way as Mr Milne's. 

Whilst this decision is specific to its own facts, it is a reminder to trustees that where they 
have a discretion over setting scheme factors, they need to keep the matter under regular 
review. 

 

Pension Protection Levy 

PPF Ombudsman: trustees could not rely on PPF statements 

In the case of the Northern Ireland Water Limited Pension Scheme, the trustees of a newly 
established DB pension scheme relied on a PPF email including a statement of intention 
and the indication of a likely exercise of discretion in their favour.  When the PPF acted 
contrary to how it had indicated it would, the trustees' complaint was not upheld. 

The trustees of the new scheme asked the PPF if they could defer filing their first section 
179 actuarial valuation pending a bulk transfer, since the scheme would have virtually no 
liabilities until then.  They also asked for their PPF levy to be pro-rated, so that it related 
only to the period after receipt of the bulk transfer. 

A PPF employee said, in an email, that they "would not be minded to take any action in 
this case in relation to the non-submission of the s179 valuation".  As regards pro-rating 
the levy, they said: "The Board does have some discretion to charge a nil levy for some 
new schemes.  See paragraph 40 et seq of the schedule to the Determination made under 
s175(5) of the Pensions Act 2004.  Whilst we cannot fetter our discretion in advance, I 
understand that it is likely that this discretion would be exercised in this case for 08/09". 

The trustees relied on those statements but the PPF later unexpectedly invoiced the 
scheme for a risk-based pension protection levy of £75,187 and the PPF Board upheld that 
decision.   

The PPF Ombudsman rejected the trustees' complaint.  He held that a successful 
challenge would require a clear and unambiguous representation or promise.  The email in 
question did not amount to that.  He also rejected the argument that the PPF was too late 
to issue the invoice. 

This case highlights the dangers of relying on mere statements of intent made by 
representatives of the PPF. 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Report: 
http://www.thepensionsregulator.gov.u
k/docs/section-89-report-desmond-
sons.pdf 

Pensions Ombudsman website: 
https://www.pensions-
ombudsman.org.uk/2015/05/police-and-
firefighters-pension-schemes-an-
update/ 

Determination: 
http://www.pensions-
ombudsman.org.uk/wp-
content/uploads/PPFO-3808.pdf 
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New FAQs 

The PPF has added answers to questions, including the following, on its website: 

 Can I appeal against my Experian insolvency score? 

 When can I appeal against my Experian insolvency score?  

 What if I am not happy with the outcome of an Experian appeal? 

 Why does the PPF only consider formal levy reviews after an invoice has been issued?  

The appeal forms have also been updated. 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 

PPF website: 
http://www.pensionprotectionfund.org.
uk/FAQs/Pages/FAQDisplay.aspx?sear
ch=t&datevalue=After&date=23%2f04%
2f2015&ListOrder=PD 

This and previous issues of WHiP can be found on our website here.  
 

If you do not already subscribe to our pensions mailings and would like to do so, please email pensions@traverssmith.com.  
 

Hyperlinks in this document can be clicked via an up to date version of Adobe Acrobat Reader. We are not responsible for the contents 
of external websites to which we provide links. 
 

If you wish to discuss any points arising from this note, please speak to your usual contact in the Travers Smith Pensions team or to 
one of the Pensions partners: Paul Stannard, Peter Esam, Philip Stear, Susie Daykin and Daniel Gerring. 
 

 

Travers Smith LLP 

10 Snow Hill 

London EC1A 2AL 

T +44 (0)20 7295 3000 

F +44 (0)20 7295 3500 

 

www.traverssmith.com 
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